
 
New Items - October 2023

 
NON-FICTION

Click on book cover or titles to see if book is available.
Sign into your library card account - CLICK HERE

ALSO - GO TO THE BENTON CATALOG TO SEE ANOTHER LIST
OF ALL NEW ITEMS FROM RECENT MONTHS.

GO TO- BENTON CATALOG TO SEE MORE

Please call or email if you would like an assistant to put it on hold for you.

Call: 608-759-2665       Email: circ@bentonpubliclibrary.com
Elon Musk
by Walter Isaacson

Shadowing the rule-breaking billionaire for two years and drawing on
interviews with his family, friends, coworkers and adversaries, the
author presents the revealing inside story of a tough yet vulnerable
man-child and visionary who ushered in the dawn of electric vehicles,
private space exploration and artificial intelligence—and took over
Twitter. (biography & autobiography)

Father and Son : a memoir
by Jonathan Raban

The award-winning novelist recalls both his own recovery after a
massive stroke, as well his father's experiences in World War II, and
shows how the human spirit can adapt to trauma.

http://bentonpubliclibrary.wordpress.com/
https://bentonpubliclibrary.com/2015/10/09/online-card-catalog-2/
https://swls.agverso.com/home?cid=swls&lid=bento
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Isaacson%2c+Walter&Title=Elon+Musk&Upc=&Isbn=9781982181284&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Isaacson%2c+Walter&Title=Elon+Musk&Upc=&Isbn=9781982181284&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Raban%2c+Jonathan&Title=Father+and+son&Upc=&Isbn=9780375422454&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Raban%2c+Jonathan&Title=Father+and+son&Upc=&Isbn=9780375422454&PreferredLink=authortitle


Coming Later This Month
The Big Time : how the 1970s Transformed
Sports in America
by Michael MacCambridge

This epic narrative of how American sports was transformed in the 70s
shows how these changes could be seen in the collective experience of
Billie Jean King and Muhammad Ali, Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Joe
Greene, among others, as games invaded prime time and how spectator
sports became what they are today. Illustrations.

Going Infinite : the Rise and Fall of a New
Tycoon
by Michael Lewis

The #1 best-selling author of The Big Short, Flash Boys and Moneyball
returns with the inside story of enigmatic CEO Sam Bankman-Fried and
the spectacular collapse of his cryptocurrency exchange, FTX.
Illustrations.

How to Say Babylon
by Safiya Sinclair

This stunning story of the author's struggle to break free of her strict
Rastafarian upbringing ruled by a father whose rigid beliefs, rage and
paranoia led to violence shows how found her own power and provides
a unique glimpse into a rarefied world we know little about.

Benton Public Library
48 W. Main, Benton
Benton, Wisconsin 53803
608-759-2665

bentonpubliclibrary.com

http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=MacCambridge%2c+Michael&Title=big+time&Upc=&Isbn=9781538706695&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=MacCambridge%2c+Michael&Title=big+time&Upc=&Isbn=9781538706695&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Lewis%2c+Michael&Title=Going+infinite&Upc=&Isbn=9781324074335&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Lewis%2c+Michael&Title=Going+infinite&Upc=&Isbn=9781324074335&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Sinclair%2c+Safiya&Title=How+to+Say+Babylon&Upc=&Isbn=9781982132330&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://www.libraryaware.com/2087/Catalog?Author=Sinclair%2c+Safiya&Title=How+to+Say+Babylon&Upc=&Isbn=9781982132330&PreferredLink=authortitle
http://bentonpubliclibrary.wordpress.com/

